EMISSIONS
TESTING AND
ANALYSIS

WHY ATCO?

OUR SOLUTIONS

ATCO has more than

We all need to contribute to a cleaner future for all

100 years of experience

better protect our environment. The testing and analyzing

delivering natural gas

as Alberta’s premier natural gas distributor, and we are

Albertans, and this includes the reduction of emissions to
of emissions is something we’ve been doing for many years

safely and reliably to

now offering that expertise to our customers.

customers around

Our experienced team can assist your organization in the

the world. We offer a

form of emissions testing, analysis and reporting to meet
expanding regulatory requirements, including air pollutant

workforce of trained,

and methane emissions regulations. Our team can ensure

experienced and certified

with your compliance efforts. What can we offer?

you get the most out of your equipment, while helping you

personnel for virtually
every job and deliver ontime service across the

Testing
If you need compressor stack or station leak testing, we
can help. We have experience measuring and reducing

province. When you work

emissions of nitrous oxides, methane and other emissions

with us, we promise:

improve performance. Our team of operators, mechanics

• A team of expert
technicians who deliver
dependable service
•An unmatched
commitment to safety
• A company you can
count on

both to meet regulatory requirements and to continually
and engineers can determine what’s required and complete
your emission testing, preventing you from purchasing
unnecessary equipment and allowing you to keep focused
on your key operations.

Analysis
Our experts will analyze emission test results and asset
operations to determine the most cost-effective solution to
help your organization comply with regulatory requirements.
For example, our team can easily summarize results across
your asset fleet and provide a summary of recommended
improvements ranked by cost or ease of implementation.

Reporting
reporting systems? Our experts can easily educate

WHY CHOOSE OUR EMISSIONS
TESTING SERVICES?

and train you and your team on the important

ATCO’s Emissions Testing & Analysis Team provide

Not familiar with emissions testing requirements or

need-to-know items. We can also help you complete
required reporting through online systems.

Maintenance & Support
Our extensive experience with natural gas delivery,
paired with our dedicated team, make us a one stop
shop for all your maintenance and support needs.
We can assist your organization with the servicing
required to support any improvements you might
need. For example, our compressor stack and
station leak testing services can easily be completed
in conjunction with below-ground leak surveys, valve
inspections and more.

you with best-in-class service, offering resources and
expertise that is unmatched for natural gas systems.
ATCO is the right choice if you need:
• Trained, experienced and certified personnel
• On-time service delivered anywhere in Alberta
• A team you can trust and rely on

ONE COMPANY,
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
We serve more than two million customers around the
world, delivering innovative, sustainable and integrated
solutions in Structures & Logistics, Electricity, Pipelines
& Liquids and Retail Energy.
From the delivery of efficient and reliable energy
for homes, businesses and communities, to affordable
temporary and permanent structures, we build
communities, energize industries and deliver
customer-focused infrastructure solutions like no
other company in the world – anytime, anywhere.
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For more information,
contact your local ATCO Operations Centre.

